Modulation filtering for heart and lung sound separation from breath sound recordings.
Separation of heart and lung sounds from breath sound recordings is a challenging task due to the temporal and spectral overlap of the two signals. In this paper, the use of a spectro-temporal representation to improve signal separation is investigated. The representation is obtained by means of a frequency decomposition (termed modulation frequency) of temporal trajectories of short-term spectral components. Experiments described herein suggest that improved separability of heart (HS) and lung sounds (LS) is attained in the modulation frequency domain. Bandpass and bandstop modulation filters are designed to separate HS and LS signals from breath sound recordings, respectively. Visual and auditory inspection, quantitative analysis, as well as algorithm execution time are used to assess algorithm performance. Log-spectral distances below 1 dB corroborate our listening test which found no audible artifacts in separated heart and lung sound signals.